BUS INFORMATION FOR SCHOOL DAY SHOWS

EMERGENCY PHONE NUMBERS - James Paone: 978.505.5818 • Michael Tucker 603.531.9647

These numbers are for emergency use only. When you are traveling to our show, and you are experiencing a delay that will cause you to arrive after the performance starts, please call to let us know and we will attempt to hold the show for a limited time. We will only be able to hold a show for a maximum of 10 minutes due to contractual agreements.

Bus access to The Music Hall is via Porter Street, a one-lane alley that runs alongside our building.

DO NOT ATTEMPT TO DRIVE A BUS UP CHESTNUT STREET!

Our business and residential neighbors like to see the buses load or unload and move out as quickly as possible. We ask that everyone use the following procedure in order to expedite arrival and departure:

Please identify each bus with the name of your group on a placard in the front window. If you are coming on more than one bus, number the buses and put the number on the same placard. MAKE SURE EACH PERSON IS AWARE OF WHAT NUMBER BUS HE OR SHE IS ON.

Turn off your engines while you are in line for unloading and loading your groups. The exhaust is offensive to the area neighbors.

Keep driveways clear when you stop.

Bus drivers please be aware of the performance length. We will tell you the time to return. The time will be staggered so that you do not all return at the same time and block traffic on the main road. Please remember the time we will tell you to return. (It is essential that all busses from the same school return together so that students can be dismissed from the theater in an orderly fashion.)

Bus parking is located at Connect Community Church parking lot, by I-95. If there are more than 7 buses attending a SDS performance, Music Hall staff will advise drivers of the City’s alternate parking lot. There is absolutely NO PARKING in any neighboring business or residential parking lots like TD BankNorth or The Rockingham.